142 Consumer, Civil Rights, Legal Services and Community Groups

April 1, 2024

Submitted at Regulations.gov
The Hon. Rohit Chopra, Director
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
2024 NPRM Overdraft
c/o Legal Division Docket Manager
1700 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20552

Re: Docket No. CFPB–2024–0002 or RIN 3170–AA42

Dear Director Chopra:

The undersigned 142 consumer, civil rights, legal services and community groups write in strong support of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) proposed rule governing Overdraft Lending: Very Large Financial Institutions. By closing an antiquated loophole designed in the check era, the proposed rule will promote more honest, fair, and affordable forms of overdraft coverage and prevent big banks from charging high, back-end junk fees that push people out of the banking system.

The proposed rule would stop big banks from using junk overdraft fees to exploit families living paycheck to paycheck.

Big banks typically charge $35 for each overdraft, far in excess of the minimal cost to the financial institution of covering an overdraft. That is a punitive amount, especially since the majority of debit card overdrafts are for less than $26 and are repaid within three days – translating into an annual percentage rate (APR) of over 16,000%. Almost one in five consumers incur overdraft fees each year, costing them billions annually. These impacts fall most heavily on lower-income families and communities of color, as well as women, LGBTQI+ people, and disabled people.

Overdraft fees can quickly snowball at families’ most financially vulnerable moments, discouraging people from keeping money in a bank and even causing some to lose their bank accounts. Charging these high fees is not a “courtesy”; it is a form of predatory lending. Overdraft fees exacerbate wealth disparities and racial inequalities. Overdraft fees are a big reason why 11.3% of Black households and 9% of Latino households are unbanked compared to only 2.1% of white households.

The proposed rule would save households that pay overdraft fees at big banks an average of $150 each year— and much more for some families, especially those with the lowest incomes. People who overdraft frequently, more than 10 times in a year, have an average end-of-day
balance of less than $350. The savings from the proposed rule and the fairer practices the rule would promote would improve financial stability and financial inclusion.

By eliminating the profit motive to charge overdraft fees, the proposed rule would stop abusive practices that put banks at odds with their customers’ financial health, such as charging $35 fees on small debit card purchases people would rather have declined and engaging in other manipulations to increase fees. Lower fees will help restore trust in banks.

**The proposal offers flexibility and promotes honest and affordable overdraft protection.**

The proposal would give consumers a range of more affordable options for overdraft protection and provide flexibility to banks.

Banks could continue to provide “courtesy” overdraft services or links to saving accounts, without charging any fee, or at most charging only a modest “benchmark” fee that covers their costs. Consumers would and should still be able to choose whether to have overdrawn ATM and one-time debit card transactions covered.

If big banks want to offer overdraft credit through debit cards and charge more than their costs, they would have to comply with the same protections required of credit cards:

- Transparent APR disclosures and a clear box identifying all fees.
- Assessment of ability to repay so people are not offered debt they cannot afford.
- Periodic statements showing transactions and charges, and time to repay at least 21 days from the statement.
- Flexibility in how to repay, without compulsory repayment by preauthorized electronic fund transfer or repayments grabbed instantly from incoming deposits.
- Limits on fees in the first year that exceed 25% of the credit line, to prevent the credit line from being depleted by fees.

These protections and others would make it easier for consumers to manage their finances and to access overdraft credit when they need it without becoming overextended. These rules have worked well for other credit products and have not stifled a robust subprime credit card market.

**The “benchmark” overdraft fee should be $3.**

We urge the CFPB to set the benchmark fee at $3, not $14. Indeed, some banks have shown that they can continue to provide overdraft coverage without charging any fees. Rather than deterring overdrafts, high fees increase them by giving banks a profit incentive to push people into overdrafting. High fees also exacerbate the income-expense gap and unpredictability that cause overdrafts and make it harder to bring accounts positive.

Moreover, the average fee should not be based on the outlier costs of a single bank or by excluded fees that are waived. Banks with higher costs can use the “breakeven fee” reflecting their own costs. Struggling families who do not get fees waived should not cover customer service and other costs lost when banks waive overdraft fees for wealthier customers.
The proposal would promote fair competition and preserve low-cost banking options.

Banks that price their accounts transparently, without employing abusive overdraft fee practices, will have an easier time competing with those that hide costs in back-end junk fees. More transparent pricing for overdraft protection and fewer hidden practices will make it easier to compare shop and keep prices down.

Competition will preserve the option of free checking and other accounts with modest and transparent fees, which are often a better option than “free” accounts with hidden back-end junk fees.

The CFPB should limit the frequency of “courtesy” overdraft fees.

Even smaller fees can pile up, especially if the CFPB authorizes a fee of $14 or if banks engage in manipulations to increase the number of fees per day. The CFPB should limit high-cost overdraft fees to one a day and six per year. Beyond that, overdraft coverage can be provided through an overdraft line of credit.

Fees should be included in APR disclosure.

APR disclosures cannot promote price transparency and comparison shopping if they exclude junk fees. We hope that big banks will price their overdraft lines of credit honestly with periodic interest rates. But the CFPB should prevent evasions by requiring fees to be included in the advertising APR for overdraft lines of credit and for credit cards and other open-end credit that may be used as a linked source of overdraft protection.

The CFPB appropriately started with the biggest banks, but it should do a subsequent rulemaking to cover smaller institutions.

Most consumers have accounts at big institutions, which charge over two-thirds of overdraft fees. In 2022, Wells Fargo and JP Morgan Chase alone accounted for one-third of reported overdraft revenue. Big banks have made large profits and are well positioned to absorb a reduction in overdraft revenue—many have already done so voluntarily. For example, Capital One, Citi and Ally completely eliminated overdraft and NSF fees, and Bank of America reduced its overdraft revenue by 90%. Big banks also have the resources and technology to easily adjust their product offerings.

We understand that it may take more time for the CFPB to collect the data it needs to propose a similar rule for smaller financial institutions, and it may take those institutions longer to prepare and adjust. We urge the CFPB to collect data and monitor overdraft practices at smaller institutions and plan for future rulemaking.

The CFPB must prevent fintech overdraft loopholes.

The CFPB should stop nonbanks that offer banking apps from evading overdraft fee rules. The best approach is to require compliance with the prepaid accounts rule. Nonbank banking apps
and debit cards target the same vulnerable consumers who were the focus of the prepaid rule and should comply with that rule. The CFPB should also prevent “tips” from being used as a disguised overdraft fee.

* * *

Bank charters are a privilege. Banks receive extensive financial support from the public, and banks should not be allowed to harm families by hiding their costs in back-end junk fees. We strongly support the proposed rule, which will provide consumers with needed financial relief and help to restore trust in big banks.

Thank you for considering our comments.

Sincerely,
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